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Impacts

- Perceived costs and benefits of the passive surveillance system were assessed in three locations of Vietnam. An original study design was applied, which can be qualified as a ‘rapid passive surveillance appraisal’. It combined semi-structured interviews with visualization tools from participatory epidemiology.
- The perceived value of the passive surveillance system was influenced by different factors including uncertainty in outcomes of reporting, transaction costs, and anticipation of impacts on the poultry market, financial costs supported by local authorities, government support and usefulness of sanitary information.
- Non-monetary costs and benefits could be quantified by adapting stated preference methods, either contingent valuation or conjoint analysis.
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Summary

Economic evaluations are critical for the assessment of the efficiency and sustainability of animal health surveillance systems and the improvement of their efficiency. Methods identifying and quantifying costs and benefits incurred by public and private actors of passive surveillance systems (i.e. actors of veterinary authorities and private actors who may report clinical signs) are needed. This study presents the evaluation of perceived costs and benefits of highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) passive surveillance in Vietnam. Surveys based on participatory epidemiology methods were conducted in three provinces in Vietnam to collect data on costs and benefits resulting from the reporting of HPAI suspicions to veterinary authorities. A quantitative tool based on stated preference methods and participatory techniques was developed and applied to assess the non-monetary costs and benefits. The study showed that poultry farmers are facing several options regarding the management of HPAI suspicions, besides reporting the following: treatment, sale or destruction of animals. The option of reporting was associated with uncertain outcome and transaction costs. Besides, actors anticipated the release of health information to cause a drop of markets prices. This cost was relevant at all levels, including farmers, veterinary authorities and private actors of the upstream sector (feed, chicks and medicine supply). One benefit associated with passive surveillance was the intervention of public services to clean farms and the environment to limit the disease spread. Private actors of the
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Introduction

Animal production in developing countries is facing important health issues, with potential consequences for human health (Bonfoh et al., 2010). Adequate allocation of efforts to surveillance and control of animal diseases is becoming even more critical for such countries with limited economic resources. Therefore, the need to optimize the efficiency of animal disease surveillance systems to ensure their sustainability is of primary importance. Passive surveillance, also called reactive surveillance, relies on spontaneous reports of disease suspicions by animal producers, other actors inside or outside the animal production sector (hereafter the private actors of passive surveillance systems) to veterinary authorities, who are locally represented by government veterinarians (hereafter the public actors of surveillance systems) (Hoinville, 2011). It is widely considered as the most cost-effective way for early detection of outbreaks and to gather information on the disease situation for decision-making on control strategies (FAO, 2011b). However, in practice, sensitivity and timeliness of passive surveillance are often not optimal, and underreporting of suspicions is considered as a major cause of disease control failure (Drew et al., 2011; Vergne et al., 2012).

A deep understanding of the decision-making process for the public and private actors of passive surveillance systems is required to better understand underreporting (Chilonda and Van Huylenbroeck, 2001). Several attempts have been made to analyse this decision-making process by exploring individuals' perceptions (Hopp et al., 2007; Elbers et al., 2010; Bronner et al., 2014) and economic, social or cultural constraints impacting their decision (Hickler, 2007; Fearnley, 2011; Sawford et al., 2012; Paul et al., 2013) using anthropological approaches or questionnaire surveys. However, these factors have not yet been integrated within an economic evaluation framework. Indeed, current models of cost–benefit and cost-effectiveness analysis of passive surveillance systems (Scott et al., 2012) only account for monetary components. To allow for this integration, valuation methods for non-monetary costs and benefits (i.e. incentives and disincentives that cannot be directly evaluated in monetary terms) are to be developed. Participatory epidemiology (PE) proved to be of interest in this respect. This approach is especially aimed at addressing actors’ perception on epidemiologic issues. PE methods are flexible enough to address the wide range of costs and benefits perceived by actors regarding animal health management systems (Catley et al., 2012).

Highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) subtype H5N1 has been present in Vietnam since its first introduction in 2003 (Pfeiffer et al., 2007; Minh et al., 2009). Despite important investments in HPAI surveillance and control programmes, poultry outbreaks are still being reported every year (FAO, 2011b, Department of Animal Health, 2014). The disease is subject to compulsory notification of suspect cases to authorities based on a precise case definition (Department of Animal Health, 2011). The planned official response to these notifications includes the following: investigation of suspect cases followed by laboratory confirmation and culling of confirmed infected flocks, control of bird movements and financial compensations for the owners of the culled flocks (NSCAI, 2012). Underreporting of disease suspicions has been pinpointed as a major limiting factor of the effectiveness of passive surveillance and control programmes against HPAI in Vietnam (Minh et al., 2011). Previous studies have suggested that veterinary authorities are somehow disconnected from the network of private actors of poultry production with regards to animal health (Desvaux and Figuie, 2011). Economic assessments of HPAI control programmes were conducted in Vietnam (Agrifood Consulting International, 2006, Otte et al., 2006; Hong Hanh et al., 2007; Roland-Holst et al., 2007), but their focus was the direct and indirect financial costs of control measures (culling and restriction on trade), leaving aside costs and benefits especially associated with passive surveillance.

The objective of this study was to identify the perceived costs and benefits of passive surveillance system of HPAI from all actors’ point of view and to propose an innovative way to quantify them.

Materials and Methods

Study areas

The study was implemented between 2012 and 2013 in three rural communes which belonged to Hậu Duong (HD), Đồng Nai (DN) and Long An (LA) provinces. These three provinces were selected based on their respective characteristics regarding geographical location (HD being located in the north, DN and LA in the south), poultry production and past HPAI reports. Poultry farming represents a significant part of the agricultural systems of these three provinces (General Statistics Office of Vietnam, 2012), and the three provinces are located at short distance from the major urban consumption areas of Hà Nội (HD) and Thành Phố Hồ Chí Minh (TPHCM) (DN and LA). DN had one of the highest concentrations of commercial and poultry sector valued information on HPAI suspicions (perceived as a non-monetary benefit) which was mainly obtained from other private actors and media.
industrial poultry production systems in Vietnam, whereas in the two other provinces, such systems were less present. All three provinces reported cases of HPAI H5N1 after the first introduction of the virus in Vietnam in 2003–2005. Despite their location in areas classified as high risk of HPAI (Red River Delta and Mekong River Delta), relatively few cases of HPAI H5N1 had been reported in HD and LA from 2006 to 2011 (2 in HD, 3 in LA). No HPAI case was notified in DN during the same period (Department of Animal Health, 2014). Approvals of the study were obtained from the departments of agriculture and people’s committees of the three provinces. Study communes were selected with the help of the provincial veterinary authorities on the basis of their diversity of poultry production systems (presence of small-, medium- and large-scale farming systems).

**Sampling strategy**

The sampling strategy followed a snowball sampling pattern (Sadler et al., 2010). First, several focus group interviews were performed in each study area. Participants were contacted with the help of commune or village authorities. The groups gathered five to twenty poultry farmers. The different production systems present in the study areas were represented, each focus group gathering farmers from the same production system and one or several focus groups being conducted for each production system. Production systems were defined according to the type of production (broiler, layer or parental farms), the species (chicken, duck or quail) and the production scale: small scale or backyard (<100 birds/flock), medium scale (100–1000 birds/flock) and large scale (>1000 birds/flock).

Poultry farmers of each production system who displayed willingness to participate in the study were then asked for individual interviews. The number of these individual interviews was determined by adapting the concept of saturation to the objective of the study (Bowen, 2008): saturation was considered to be reached when 10 additional interviews did not provide any new information on costs and benefits compared with all previous interviews. During this first phase of interviews, other categories of actors were identified as being directly or indirectly impacted by the HPAI passive surveillance process. Individuals belonging to those additional categories of actors and in contact with individuals from the initial sampling frame were then asked to participate in the study. Those who accepted were interviewed individually. Additionally, focus group and individual interviews of government veterinarians were conducted at the village, commune, district and province levels. Finally, a sample of previously interviewed poultry farmers was selected for quantification of the identified non-monetory costs and benefits of passive surveillance.

**Data collection protocol**

Data were collected by teams of two to five researchers and students, including at least one Vietnamese researcher. All of them had a veterinary or animal production degree and did not have any relationship with interviewed participants. All interview team members were previously trained using PE approaches (Mariner and Paskin, 2000). Interviewees were always informed of the purpose of the study and could stop the interview whenever they wanted. Financial indemnities were provided to participants in compensation of the time lost for their normal activities. Relevant amounts of indemnities to provide to participants were evaluated with the help of veterinary authorities: 2.4 USD/interview in HD, and 4.8 USD/interview in LA and DN (conversion rate: 1 U.S. dollar (USD) = 21 000 Vietnam Dong). Names and contact details of interviewees were kept in a secured database only accessible to the research team. All the interviews were conducted in Vietnamese language. Most interviews involved at least one foreign researcher, either as interviewer and/or note-taker. In such case, one of the Vietnamese researchers directly translated interviewee’s responses to him. Questions and responses were directly noted during the interview. Focus group interviews were conducted in official places (commune People’s Committee office, district veterinary station, village communal house). Individual interviews were conducted in the private houses or workplaces of participants. In LA, interviews of poultry farmers were all conducted in the commune People’s Committee office, as requested by the provincial authorities. Checklists were prepared to keep in mind issues to address during interviews (provided as Figures S1 and S2). Interviews were semi-structured. General and open questions were used to let the participants focus on what seemed relevant for them, without a priori knowledge from the interviewer.

**Assessment of the economic and sanitary context of poultry farming**

In focus group interviews of poultry farmers, general information on poultry production systems, value chains, sanitary issues and their management was gathered: (i) actors involved in the poultry value chains (sources of funding and credit, suppliers of feed, breeds and medicines, buyers of farm products) were listed. (ii) Relative importance of general problems affecting poultry farmers and origins of these problems were assessed using simple ranking. (iii) Names used locally for poultry diseases occurring in the area were scored according to their impact on income, rates of mortality and duration using proportional piling (PP) (Catley et al., 2012). Reported names of diseases
characterized by both high mortality rate (>50% in one poultry flock) and short duration (<5 days in one flock) were used to define disease suspicions which were referred to in subsequent interviews. (iv) Farmers were then asked which actions were taken when facing a disease suspicion and these actions were scored according to their relative likelihood using PP.

Qualitative identification of costs and benefits of disease HPAI suspicion reporting

Individually interviewed poultry farmers, government veterinarians and other actors identified by snowball sampling were asked how they perceived costs and benefits associated with disease suspicion reporting using qualitative semistructured interviews. (i) They were asked to provide information on the different ways of managing disease suspicion cases when it appeared in poultry farms. (ii) They were asked about the positive and negative consequences of reporting a disease suspicion to authorities. (iii) Impact flow charts were used to identify the negative and positive consequences of disease suspicion reporting for different types of actors. Participants first identified the list of actors impacted by disease suspicion reporting. Then, they assigned different signs and colours to each type of actors to indicate whether the effect was positive or negative (the tool was nicknamed 'winners–losers list'). Interviewers only used open questions and did not give any suggestions to interviewees. Participants also were asked about their sources of information on disease suspicions, that is the actors they usually obtained information from. With poultry farmers, the sources were simply listed. With other private actors, the sources were scored according to their perceived importance using PP.

Scoring of relative importance of costs and benefits of disease HPAI suspicion reporting

A subset of backyard, medium- and large-scale broiler chicken farmers of HD study area were asked to score perceived costs and benefits they previously identified according to their impact on their decision to report disease suspicion to veterinary authorities using PP.

Quantification of non-monetary costs and benefits using stated preference methods

First, the benefits considered by the individuals when receiving information on disease suspicions were estimated by contingent valuation (Adamowicz et al., 1998). Semi-structured interviews were performed to list the benefits of early information about the sanitary situation of poultry flocks in the region. The participants had to reflect on how they could use such information and what could be the expected gains or avoided losses from the anticipated actions. Then, contingent valuation was applied. It consisted in offering a virtual contract from a company providing information to the participant at a certain cost. Two factors were considered: the price the participant was willing to pay to receive information in an appropriate timing (i.e. to allow enough time for implementation of prevention and control measures) and the price he was willing to accept as a compensation to deliver information himself within an appropriate timing.

Second, a modified protocol of conjoint analysis was applied to value the non-monetary costs and benefits linked to the disease suspicion reporting process (Louviere et al., 2000). The participant had to list and explain the different options he was willing to consider when confronted to a hypothetical scenario of disease suspicion (50% mortality in <2 days) in his chicken flock, and the relative consequences (financial and non-financial) upon reporting or not reporting the disease suspicion to the authorities. Then, he was asked to ascribe a relative likelihood to the three possible actions: (i) reporting the disease suspicion to authorities, (ii) not reporting the disease suspicion to authorities, and (iii) discussing with other people in the community about the need to report or not (Fig. 1). The objective of the third option was to give a possibility for the participant to opt out, as well as a possibility for him to give more detailed explanation of the social interactions along the decision-making process. The likelihood of each option was quantified using PP. Different scenarios were then tested by varying the levels of indemnities provided by the government upon report. The motives for the stated likelihoods were assessed at each step and considered as incentives or disincentives of the decision-making. The participant was then asked to assign likelihoods to each action in situations where the incentives and disincentives considered were not applicable (e.g. assign likelihood of each action when considering that authorities provide or do not provide help in disease management following a disease suspicion report). According to the conjoint analysis framework, the presence and absence of these incentives and disincentives were considered as the attributes to be valued through the different choice scenarios (Fig. 1).

The contingent valuation tool to assess the benefits from receiving disease suspicion information was progressively built in six pilot interviews with broiler chicken producers of HD. Then, it was tested on 21 broiler chicken producers in HD. The conjoint analysis tool was progressively built in six pilot interviews with broiler chicken producers of HD province. Then, it was tested on 17 broiler chicken producers of HD province and six broiler chicken producers of DN.
Data analysis

Qualitative data were analysed using thematic analysis (Graneheim and Lundman, 2004). Meaning units, that is information or judgments expressed in interviews, were attributed specific codes. Codes were then grouped into subthemes and themes. Identified themes corresponded to specific factors influencing the perception of the HPAI passive surveillance system by participants, either positively or negatively. Each subtheme and theme was linked to the number of interviews it was extracted from. Moreover, to be considered as relevant, themes and subthemes that concerned several categories of actors had to be mentioned by participants from all the concerned categories.

All statistical analyses were made using R.2.15.3 software (R Core Team, 2014). Results from contingent valuations were analysed through descriptive statistics. Degree of agreement between interviewees and groups of interviewees’ rankings and scores obtained by PP was assessed by nonparametric Kendall test of concordance (Legendre, 2005), using kendall.global function of vegan package (Oksanen et al., 2014). Statistical significance of the Kendall coefficient was shown by permutation test.

Results

Study sample size

Nineteen focus group interviews of farmers were carried out, including a total of 189 farmers and covering eight production sectors (chicken: 4, duck: 3, quail: 1) (Table 1). Furthermore, one focus group interview with government veterinarians was conducted in each study area, including a total of 35 individuals. Individual interviews were carried out between 1 and 3 times with 80 farmers, 54 private actors and 13 government veterinarians (Table 2).

Several private actors selected by snowball sampling refused to participate in the study: feed sellers (HD: 0, DN: 3, LA: 0), medicine sellers (HD: 1, DN: 1, LA: 0), poultry traders–slaughtermen (HD: 2, DN: 3, LA: 0) and company technicians (HD: 0, DN: 4). Stated reasons for refusing were lack of time availability. Government veterinarians were present during three focus group interviews of poultry farmers in DN and all focus group interviews in LA.
they were also present during seven of 17 individual interviews of poultry farmers, three of five interviews of medicine sellers, two of four interviews of feed sellers and two of four interviews of poultry traders.

General problems affecting poultry farmers

Rankings of problems mentioned by poultry farmers in focus group interviews are presented in Table 3. Output price instability was mentioned as the most important problem in most focus group interviews. Other first or second ranking problems were poultry diseases and increase in industrial feed prices. Kendall coefficient of concordance between rankings made in different groups was equal to 0.68. Kendall coefficients of concordance between groups of farmers from similar production scales (medium- and large-scale farms) were equal to 0.82 and 0.62, respectively, which implied a high degree of agreement between group discussions. Both coefficients were statistically significant \((P < 0.01)\). Causes of output price instability mentioned by groups of farmers were imports of poultry products from abroad (HD, DN, LA), normal seasonality of price associated with traditional festivals (HD, DN, LA), HPAI notifications (DN, LA) and speculation of agro-industrial companies (DN).

Management of suspicion diseases by farmers

Among poultry diseases mentioned in focus group interviews with farmers, several ones potentially matched the HPAI suspicion definition, that is caused more than 50% mortality in poultry flocks in <5 days, including Newcastle disease, fowl cholera, Gumboro disease and duck plague.

Table 1. Overview of the number of focus group interviews \((n = 22)\) conducted per province and production sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of actor</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>HD</th>
<th>DN</th>
<th>LA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poultry farmers</td>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>Backyard</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium-scale broiler</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Large-scale broiler</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duck</td>
<td>Medium-scale broiler</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Large-scale broiler</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium-scale parental</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quail</td>
<td>Large-scale layer</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government veterinarians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Overview of the number of individual interviews \((n = 149)\) conducted per province and type of actor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of actor</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>HD</th>
<th>DN</th>
<th>LA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poultry farmers</td>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>Backyard</td>
<td>6 (3)*</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium-scale broiler</td>
<td>22 (7)*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Large-scale broiler</td>
<td>12 (4)*</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium-scale parental</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duck</td>
<td>Medium-scale broiler</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Large-scale broiler</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium-scale parental</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quail</td>
<td>Large-scale layer</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other private actors</td>
<td>Medicine sellers</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feed sellers</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chicken trader–slaughterer</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Veterinary technician of feed or pharmaceutical company</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journalist</td>
<td>National newspaper</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Local newspaper</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government veterinarians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In brackets: number of farmers who were also asked to score the relative importance of costs and benefits.
Kendall coefficients in the different classes of farm scales were 0.43 (large scale), 0.87 (medium scale) and 0.44 (backyard), with limited statistical significance (respective p values were 0.10, 0.10 and 0.03). Kendall coefficients in the different study areas were 0.68 (HD) and 0.58 (DN), and both were statistically significant (P < 0.01). There was a higher agreement between groups of interviewees of similar study areas than between groups of similar farming scales. The main mentioned options were asking support from a private actor (feed seller, veterinary shop, feed company), rapid sale of the animals, warning of other farmers and self-reliance. Reliance on...
or pharmaceutical industry), (ii) destruction of animals (through burying, burning or disposal in the environment), (iii) reporting to the local government veterinarian or (iv) sale of animals. Trade of sick or dead animals was mentioned by poultry farmers (HD: n = 25, DN: n = 15, LA: n = 7) and poultry traders (HD: n = 6, DN: n = 3, LA: n = 1). In HD, broiler chicken farmers indicated that they were able to sell sick broiler chickens above 1 kg at 33.3–83.3% of the market price (n = 17). In DN, broiler farmers indicated that sick and dead animals could be sold to farms rearing pythons or crocodiles at 10–20% of the market price (n = 10). In both study areas, they mentioned that sick birds were slaughtered and prepared for human consumption (HD: n = 8, DN: n = 4). Poultry farmers’ perceived likelihood of treatment efficacy and effectiveness of support from the private veterinary actors influenced their likelihood of attempting diagnosis and treatment (HD: n = 12, DN: n = 10, LA: n = 10). The option of selling animals was influenced by the anticipation of the sale price by the farmers. This price would be defined by the age, degree of sickness known by the trader and the overall market price level (HD: n = 25, DN: n = 6). Confronted with disease suspicion, owners of broiler flocks in the early stage of growth would not consider rapid sale, whereas owners of fully grown animals could directly contact the trader. The economic benefit expected by poultry farmers from report-

### Table 5. Non-monetary factors influencing the perceived value of HPAI passive surveillance system identified in individual semi-structured interviews of the 2012–2013 survey on HPAI surveillance in Vietnam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Study area*</th>
<th>PF</th>
<th>GV</th>
<th>FS</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>PT</th>
<th>CT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negative</strong></td>
<td>Uncertainty in the outcomes of reporting</td>
<td>Uncertainty of intervention/support of upper level authorities</td>
<td>HD</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DN</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction costs</td>
<td>Time before intervention and indemnification, administrative fees and procedures, distance</td>
<td>HD</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DN</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits of local government resources</td>
<td>Pressure for limiting local governments’ expenditures in disease control measures</td>
<td>HD</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market impact</td>
<td>Poultry price fluctuation due to rapid sale, reduced demand, pressure of traders, movement restrictions</td>
<td>HD</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DN</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positive</strong></td>
<td>Disease management</td>
<td>Cleaning/disinfection of farms and of the environment</td>
<td>HD</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness of information</td>
<td>Information on disease outbreak occurrence: help in disease prevention and anticipation of market impact</td>
<td>HD</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DN</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*HD, Hải Dương; DN, Bến Tre; LA, Long An.

†PF, poultry farmer; GV, government veterinarian; FS, feed seller; MS, medicine seller; PT, poultry trader; CT, company technician.

‡The question of the utility of information was not discussed with government veterinarians and poultry traders.

Positive values are bold and shaded.
ing to veterinary authorities was the culling of birds associated with financial indemnities (HD: n = 37, DN: n = 20, LA: n = 17). The perceived likelihood of the reaction of veterinary authorities following reporting of HPAI suspicion (i.e. whether veterinary authorities were expected to intervene or not) was therefore an important factor considered by poultry farmers in their reporting decision (HD: n = 24, DN: n = 9, LA: n = 1). High or rapid poultry mortality could be associated with several potential diseases, whereas only HPAI was perceived as notifiable by poultry farmers. The negative perception from poultry farmers of the authorities’ response was also linked to the lack of trust in government veterinarians’ competence and willingness to help them (HD: n = 10, DN: n = 12, LA: n = 3).

Theme 2. Transaction costs related to reporting

Poultry farmers reported transaction costs associated with disease suspicion reporting to veterinary authorities (HD: n = 13, DN: n = 7, LA: n = 1).

Reported delays in getting financial indemnities varied between several months and more than one year, which was perceived as too long by the farmers. Semi-commercial and commercial poultry producers bought their feed (all study sites) and/or the veterinary products (LA) on credit. They faced short payback periods (commonly one production cycle of 2–4 months) and incurred increased interest rates and/or threats by their creditors in case of late refunding. This pressure on debt was confirmed by both poultry farmers (HD: n = 7, DN: n = 4, LA: n = 6) and feed sellers (HD: n = 3, DN: n = 1, LA: n = 3). Therefore, farmers expressed a relatively high preference for getting money quickly, that is by selling the animals.

Besides, cumbersome and time-consuming procedures were associated with the reporting option by poultry farmers in HD (n = 5). Additional transaction costs were also associated with the involvement of veterinary authorities (HD: n = 3, DN: n = 4, LA: n = 1). Poultry farmers perceived government veterinarians provided better support (in terms of financial indemnities and disease control) to their own relatives, and that additional fees could be required from poultry farmers to officially report the disease suspicion or to provide compensations and disinfectants.

Theme 3. Limits of local authorities resources

Government veterinarians associated reporting with an obligation of expenditure in disease control. According to government veterinarians (HD: n = 5, DN: n = 5, LA: n = 3), in case of notification, disease control costs, in terms of equipment, consumables and labour, were supported by province government (HD) or district government (DN) or were shared between the province, district and commune governments (LA). An additional help was provided by the central government in case the local government ran out of fund. Government veterinarians interviewed individually in HD (n = 4) expressed concerns about sparing the local government’s financial resources. They suggested that this problem could be resolved by informally helping poultry farmers managing disease cases without making official reports.

© 2015 The Authors. Zoonoses and Public Health Published by Blackwell Verlag GmbH.
Theme 4. Anticipation of market impacts

Poultry farmers anticipated that the release of information on disease suspicions would cause a dramatic drop of poultry market prices (HD: n = 27, DN: n = 19, LA: n = 17). Four explanatory factors were given (Fig. 3). First, poultry farmers informed would massively sell their flocks earlier in an attempt to avoid the infection or the implementation of control measures (HD: n = 8, DN: n = 4, LA: n = 15). Second, poultry consumers adapted their purchase in response to HPAI suspicion information, switching from poultry products to substitute goods such as pig products (HD: n = 11, DN: n = 15, LA: n = 17). Third, the poultry traders used the released information as a bargaining advantage to lower the purchase price. This was confirmed by poultry farmers (HD: n = 19, DN: n = 8, LA: n = 9) and poultry traders (HD: n = 4, DN: n = 1, LA: n = 3).

Last, poultry movement restrictions limited the commercialization of farm products (HD: n = 20, DN: n = 9, LA: n = 14). Movement restrictions were used by traders as an additional justification to decrease the poultry purchase price. Besides the benefits for traders, participants reported several negative consequences of market impacts on actors of the upstream sector (the feed sellers, hatcheries and the agro-industry) who were not involved in the reporting process (Table 6). These actors faced a decreased demand of inputs from poultry farmers affected by price falls and delays in the payment of their credits. This information was obtained from poultry farmers (HD: n = 14, DN: n = 4, LA: n = 9), feed sellers (HD: n = 3, DN: n = 1, LA: n = 1), medicine sellers (HD: n = 1, DN: n = 1, LA: n = 3) and company technicians (HD: n = 5, DN: n = 3).

In southern Vietnam, poultry farmers explicitly referred to recent cases of HPAI notifications in provinces of the
Mekong River Delta, which were followed by a drop in prices in other unaffected provinces. The reported drop in chicken prices indicated by poultry farmers ranged from 13 to 35% in DN (n = 4) and from 21 to 50% in LA (n = 32), while the drop in duck prices ranged from 23 to 25% in DN (n = 2) and from 35 to 48% in LA (n = 14). These drops were always followed by a period of higher prices caused by a deficit in poultry supplies. Poultry farmers of HD did not mention drops of prices specifically related to HPAI announcements. Rather, the latter mentioned cases when diseases matching the HPAI case definition affected the local sale price when the information was spread, with or without notification (HD: n = 8). Owners of large-scale commercial farms considered they incurred higher costs than smaller scale farmers (HD: n = 5, DN: n = 4). Such farmers sold a larger part of their production in distant areas or cities and therefore were more dependent towards intermediate actors and more vulnerable to market changes.

Protecting commercial interests of poultry producers was a concern of local authorities, and fear of market impacts could influence their decision (HD: n = 2, DN: n = 3). In DN, anticipation of market impacts by local authorities was mentioned by poultry farmers as the main cause of absence of disease notifications (n = 13).

**Theme 5. The benefits associated with government intervention in disease management**

In HD and LA, support by veterinary authorities in disease management was considered a benefit by poultry farmers (HD: n = 20, LA: n = 6). Given reasons were clearance of the farms from the pathogen, avoidance of disease spread to other farms, avoidance of environmental pollution and protection of public health. Environmental pollution and associated sanitary risks and discomfort of villagers due to the release of dead animals in the rice fields, water ponds and rivers when disease happened was perceived as a concern by poultry farmers (HD: n = 11, LA: n = 3). In HD, environmental pollution was specifically mentioned as a motive for reporting by poultry farmers (n = 6) and government veterinarians (n = 1). Protection of public health also was considered a reason for reporting disease suspicion (n = 10). Benefit of government intervention in disease management was not mentioned in DN.

**Theme 6. The benefits of receiving information**

Poultry farmers also perceived receiving information about disease cases as a benefit (HD: n = 21, DN: n = 13, LA: n = 16). Indeed, they used this information to implement prevention measures. The main preventive measures mentioned were disinfection (HD: n = 6, DN: n = 6, LA: n = 7) and vaccination (HD: n = 9, DN: n = 6, LA: n = 3).

Information on disease suspicions could also result in early sale of adult animals (HD: n = 7, DN: n = 3, LA: n = 15) in anticipation of the disease spread and drop in prices.

Speculation on price evolution was mentioned by poultry farmers in HD, that is stocking young animals to sell them at the end of the epizootic, awaiting the rise in prices due to the shortage of poultry on markets (HD: n = 9). Actors of the upstream sector (feed sellers, medicine sellers, company technicians) benefited from information on disease suspicions as it enabled them to anticipate variations of market prices and to warn their customers (HD: n = 14, DN: n = 13, LA: n = 11).

Poultry farmers who were interrogated on the sources of poultry health information they used (HD: n = 17, DN: n = 15, LA: n = 15) mentioned the following sources: other poultry farmers (HD: n = 11, DN: n = 12, LA: n = 9), veterinary shops (HD: n = 5, DN: n = 7, LA: n = 7), media (TV, newspaper, radio) (HD: n = 4, DN: n = 8, LA: n = 15), agro-industrial or pharmaceutical industry (HD: n = 5, DN: n = 5, LA: n = 1), veterinary authorities (HD: n = 3, DN: n = 0, LA: n = 12), public loudspeakers (HD: n = 0, DN: n = 2, LA: n = 6), feed sellers (HD: n = 2, DN: n = 1, LA: n = 1) and poultry traders (HD: n = 0, DN: n = 1, LA: n = 1).

Scores of sources of information mentioned by other private actors (feed sellers, medicine sellers, technicians of agro-industrial companies) are presented in Table 7. For feed sellers, the main mentioned sources were poultry farmers, veterinary shops and agro-industrial companies. For veterinary shops, main mentioned sources were poultry farmers, pharmaceutical companies, veterinary authorities and the media. For technicians of agro-industrial companies, main mentioned sources were poultry farmers, feed sellers and other technicians. Values of the Kendall coefficient of concordance applied on scores of information sources were high for all types of private actors (feed sellers: W = 0.53, veterinary shops: W = 0.60, technicians of agro-industrial companies: W = 0.71). All coefficients were statistically significant (P < 0.01). Journalists interviewed mentioned that media gathered information from private informants at the local level and from official notifications of authorities (n = 4). Besides, according to journalists (n = 4), government veterinarians (DN: n = 2) and poultry farmers (HD: n = 12), disease suspicions could be advertised by the media before notification of the authorities.

**Scoring of the weight of identified costs and benefits in farmers’ decision-making**

Fourteen broiler chicken farmers of HD, with flock sizes ranging from 100 to 7000 animals, were asked to score the weight of costs and benefits they previously mentioned on
Discussion

Economic impact of HPAI passive surveillance in Vietnam

At poultry farmers’ level, risk aversion, time preference, lack of trust in veterinary services and compensation policy were key components of their decision-making process. Although the level of compensation might be close to the poultry market price, rapid sale might still be perceived as a quicker and safer alternative to reduce income losses.

The study also demonstrated that the choice of not releasing poultry health information to avoid market disturbance was a major feature of the decision-making process of several types of actors, at different scales of operation, including veterinary authorities. Output price instability was ranked as a higher concern than diseases in most farmers’ focus group interviews, and HPAI notification was pointed as one cause of this instability in the two southern study areas. This result further underlines the importance given to market impacts in farmers’ decision-making. Such market disturbances have been well characterized and quantified for avian influenza in several countries by multemarket or even computable general equilibrium models (Rodriguez et al., 2007; Diao, 2009; Thurlow, 2011). These impacts are complex and entail many distributional effects, besides the overall loss for society. Some examples may be extracted from the present study. First, consumers may transfer their demand for meat from poultry to swine products, the latter sector then generating more profit. Second, from their use of health information, traders also generate more profit during epizootics at the expense of poultry producers. Third, some poultry

Table 7. Scores attributed to each source of information on poultry disease suspicions by interviewed upstream private actors of animal disease management in the 2012–2013 survey on the perceived value of the HPAI surveillance system in Vietnam.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private actor</th>
<th>Feed sellers</th>
<th>Veterinary shops</th>
<th>Technicians of agro-industrial companies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF*</td>
<td>40 (10–64)</td>
<td>39 (24–62)</td>
<td>24 (11–49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS*</td>
<td>17 (0–25)</td>
<td>6.5 (0–22)</td>
<td>0 (0–5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS*</td>
<td>0 (0–21)</td>
<td>0 (0–1)</td>
<td>21.5 (0–31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS*</td>
<td>0 (0–7)</td>
<td>0 (0–12)</td>
<td>2.5 (0–7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT*</td>
<td>4 (0–27)</td>
<td>0 (0–18)</td>
<td>0 (0–11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC*</td>
<td>15.5 (0–45)</td>
<td>0 (0–19)</td>
<td>35 (30–51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC*</td>
<td>0 (0–8)</td>
<td>17.5 (0–37)</td>
<td>6 (0–16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P*</td>
<td>0 (0–0)</td>
<td>0 (0–15)</td>
<td>0 (0–0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA*</td>
<td>0 (0–14)</td>
<td>14.5 (0–28)</td>
<td>0 (0–6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS*</td>
<td>0 (0–20)</td>
<td>0 (0–0)</td>
<td>0 (0–0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M*</td>
<td>8 (0–20)</td>
<td>14.5 (0–29)</td>
<td>3 (0–43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VH*</td>
<td>0 (0–4)</td>
<td>0 (0–0)</td>
<td>0 (0–0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W*</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Presentation of scores: median (minimum–maximum).

*PF, poultry farmers; VS, veterinary shops; FS, feed sellers; BS, breed suppliers/hatcheries; PT, poultry traders; AIC, agro-industrial companies; PC, pharmaceutical companies; P, people in general; VA, veterinary authorities; LS, loudspeakers; M, media; VH, village heads.

A quantified value of acceptable price for getting information on disease suspicion (willfulness to pay) could be obtained from 13 of the 21 interviews performed in HD with broiler chicken producers. The median value was 0.04 USD (range: 0.005–0.05 USD) per chicken per cycle, which corresponds to about 1% of the chicken sale price.

Quantification of non-monetary costs and benefits

The relevant disincentives of poultry farmers for reporting were the fear of being responsible for the losses incurred by other producers and feed sellers in case of notification, and the transaction costs. From the 17 interviews performed in HD with broiler chicken producers, 11 results were interpretable. Failures to obtain interpretable results arose from inability or unwillingness of participants to envisage hypothetic scenarios. For five farmers, the effect on prices and resulting losses for other farms did not affect their decision (null cost), and for five other farmers, this cost had an impact that could be quantified; the median value was 442 USD (range: 108–2979 USD) (exchange rate: 1 USD = 21 000 Vietnam Dong). One farmer said the impact on price was absolutely intolerable. Five farmers did not mention the transaction costs of reporting. For six other farmers, these transaction costs could be estimated as a median value of 694 USD (range: 236–1081 USD). Seven farmers did not mention the benefit of help in disease management. For four other farmers, this benefit could be estimated as a median value of 292 USD (range: 248–829 USD). Six pilot interviews were implemented in DN and did not provide interpretable results, as participants stated the given scenarios were too dissociated from reality. According to them, poultry disease management was generally under the control of the private sector and they lacked historical records of disease notification in poultry (no poultry diseases had been notified since 2005).

Thurlow, 2011). These impacts are complex and entail many distributional effects, besides the overall loss for society. Some examples may be extracted from the present study. First, consumers may transfer their demand for meat from poultry to swine products, the latter sector then generating more profit. Second, from their use of health information, traders also generate more profit during epizootics at the expense of poultry producers. Third, some poultry
farmers adopt alternative strategies such as timing the sale of their flocks in the period of high deficit of poultry supply that just follows the epizootics to generate higher profits. Effects of sharing disease suspicion information on poultry prices may vary from one area to the other, depending on the scale of production (large-scale farms being more impacted), the proximity to consumers and the influence of intermediate actors on price. Previous consumers’ surveys in Vietnam showed that fears of HPAI risk for human caused a momentary reduction of purchase of poultry products but, on the long run, did not significantly impact consumption habits (Figuie and Fournier, 2008; Figuie et al., 2013). Consumption patterns and demand for food safety vary between the urban areas of Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City (Soares Magalhaes et al., 2007; Ifft et al., 2010a) although in both areas HPAI was ranked first in consumers’ concerns regarding poultry products’ safety (Ifft et al., 2010a). Consideration given by local authorities to economic impacts of disease notification on farmers also depended on the contribution of poultry production to their area’s overall income.

Private actors of the poultry production expressed a need for early information on occurrences of poultry diseases. So far, the public passive surveillance system in Vietnam is not adapted to this requirement and hence met by the private information networks. A major part of the Vietnamese poultry production is concentrated in small-scale farming systems, and most farmers cannot afford constant investments in biosecurity and prevention measures. Information on disease occurrences is especially useful for such farmers who can adapt their choices (preventive measures or early sale of animals) according to the obtained information on sanitary threats.

The role of the media as ‘enhancer’ of public passive surveillance was highlighted. The media collected information outside the institutional networks. It communicated this information in response to a need of diverse actors to get awareness of the epizootic situation including public passive surveillance stakeholders. These observations confirm the positive influence that informal disease surveillance means can exert on disease suspicion reporting (Davies, 2012). Nevertheless, substitution of veterinary authorities by media in the supply of poultry health information (some HPAI suspicion cases being announced by media before their official notification) also contributed to the distrust of private actors towards the public surveillance system.

Our results did not confirm that passive surveillance of small-scale poultry farms is less effective than passive surveillance in larger commercial productions. According to previous studies, private large-scale farmers depend more on itinerant traders and distant large markets to sell their products, while small-scale farmers tend more to sell their products locally and directly to consumers (Tung and Costales, 2007; Fournie et al., 2012). Therefore, large-scale farmers might be more vulnerable to drops of price arising from asymmetry of information (ignorance of consumers of the origin of the product, ignorance of farmers of the real consumer price). High capital investments also mean higher debt pressure and economic dependence towards input suppliers. Areas with more developed commercial production settings were more inclined not to report.

Non-monetary costs and benefits of passive surveillance

The present study proposes a methodology for the quantification of incentives and disincentives that cannot be directly valuated in monetary terms, qualified as non-monetary costs and benefits of the passive surveillance system. It focused on the decision-making of the most important field actor, the farmer. The relevant disincentives, interpreted as costs of reporting, were the cost of being responsible for the impacts of the release of information (market impacts, mainly at the local level, including animal movement controls) and the transaction costs. One relevant incentive, the benefit of getting information to be used for the implementation of own prevention measures, was also identified and quantified. Farmers did not perceive the actual passive surveillance system as a useful source of information; therefore, the valuation of this benefit was applied separately from that of the expected costs.

A common question in the evaluation of animal health surveillance is the boundaries made between elements entering this strict framework (i.e. the production of information) and those belonging to control or preventive actions (Hasler and Howe, 2012). These elements are actually tightly interconnected. Control actions, being anticipated by actors, are (dis-)incentives for reporting. Farm disinfection and management of dead birds appear, in the same way as compensation scheme, as an incentive element of the control policy resulting from reporting. It is noteworthy that this incentive was not mentioned in DN. The development of delimited commercial farming area in this region might have reduced the potential conflicts between neighbours about environmental nuisance and risks of poultry disease for public health. Moreover, farmers could easily eliminate their dead animals through feeding domest ic crocodiles and pythons bred in this area instead of releasing it in the environment.

This quantification methodology should be further applied to the other types of public actors of the passive surveillance system. Indeed, along the hierarchical chain of veterinary authorities, each level incurs costs and benefits that would deserve to be valued and included in the evaluation of the system. The qualitative results showed that government veterinarians had issues in reporting to upper authorities. Issues in cooperation between local and central
veterinary authorities were pointed out by previous evaluations in Vietnam (Fermet-Quinet et al., 2010).

Scope and limits of the proposed methodology
The proposed evaluation method may be qualified as a ‘rapid surveillance appraisal’. Previous studies using sociological methods had highlighted the importance of economic and non-economic factors in the reporting behaviour of animal farmers (Hickler, 2007; Elbers et al., 2010; Fearnley, 2011) and government veterinarians (Sawford et al., 2012; Bronner et al., 2014). However, this study represents the first attempt to develop a comprehensive and replicable methodology for the rapid and systematic identification of costs and benefits directly or indirectly linked to animal disease passive surveillance. It is also the first time, to the authors’ knowledge, that participatory approaches and stated preference methods are used in combination for the purpose of evaluating animal health surveillance systems.

Regarding qualitative investigations, PE tools proved useful in revealing decision-making factors that are not initially brought forward in interviews. Such factors are difficult to identify. Actors may hide them at first or only unconsciously integrate them in their decision-making. Questionnaire-based methods may not be relevant to tackle these factors. Of particular interest were visualization tools used to identify and compare abstract notions such as expectations about positive and negative effects of disease suspicion reporting (‘winners–losers list’) and scoring of factors influencing reporting attitude (PP). These tools were well understood by a majority of participants. The few failed attempts usually were due to a lack of interest or experience of participants in the topic. A special issue in the evaluation lied in the fact that reporting of disease suspicion was considered as an unusual event; therefore, related costs and benefits were in practice mostly or totally avoided. Again, PE approaches helped in tackling the specific needs for this situation. Some of the interviewees were reluctant to share information. This issue was linked with the aim of the study. Underreporting of sanitary events is a sensitive topic, as it is considered a failure to comply with the official regulation. It was particularly true in the study area of LA. The presence of government veterinarians or other government officials during interviews of private actors most likely influenced participants’ responses. It might explain why, in this precise study area, very few poultry farmers mentioned uncertainty in authorities’ reaction and transaction costs as a limit of reporting. It might also explain the numerous mentions of veterinary authorities as sources of information by poultry farmers in this same study area. Nevertheless, in most of the other interviews, participants were not reluctant at addressing sensitive issues such as underreporting, sale of sick animals or distrust in veterinary authorities.

Snowball sampling was a key component of the qualitative assessment (Sadler et al., 2010). It enabled to embrace the diversity of actors impacted by passive surveillance systems and to confront opinions of actors that may not incur the same effects and have different perceptions on the issue. Nevertheless, involvement of private actors with time-consuming commercial activities (such as medicine sellers, feed sellers and poultry traders) might be difficult and a moderate proportion of refusal is unavoidable with such actors.

This work also constitutes a pilot study for quantification of non-monetary costs and benefits, combining stated preference methods and PE tools. It demonstrates both the feasibility and the limits of such an approach. Stated preference method is based on the elicitation of specific choices of participants under hypothetic scenarios with specific attributes (Adamowicz et al., 1998; Louviere et al., 2000). The PE approach was well adapted to identify scenarios and relevant attributes that matched participants’ specific perceptions. PP was used in conjoint analysis as a way to capture relative probabilities of decisions in response to change in scenarios attributes. These attributes were progressively adapted by the interviewer all along the exercise until capturing changes in probability that were precisely linked with the factor of interest. This approach significantly differs from classical stated preference methods (Adamowicz and Boxall, 2001). It allowed the greater flexibility that is fundamental to ascertain an understanding and involvement of participants in the exercise. Also, the estimation of prices associated with disease case information provided opportunities to identify factors that were not directly expressed in previous qualitative interviews. Still, the applicability of the tool proved to depend on the context and the ability (or willingness) of participants to consider hypothetic scenarios that could significantly diverge from their personal experience. In some production areas, such as DN, notification of disease cases is too unusual or animal health management is mostly under the responsibility of the private sector. In this case, farmers may perceive the proposed scenarios as too unrealistic to be considered.

The main limitation of this method is a classical limit of qualitative approaches. The need to be applied as in-depth and flexible investigation allows covering only a limited sample of participants in restricted areas. This limit is more acutely felt in the implementation of the quantification method of non-monetary costs. The methodology is time-consuming and flexible between individuals. It cannot be applied on large samples to generate data that may be considered representative of the national level. The method may be considered as a semi-quantitative tool, and should
be regarded as such when integrated in general evaluation frameworks.

Despite these limits, the present study showed on a pilot scale that values of non-monetary disincentives considered as costs (fear for market impact, transaction cost of reporting) were comparable with values of monetary factors of decision-making. This result underlines the added value of such semi-quantitative measurement. Indeed, strictly qualitative investigation does not allow for a comparison of the relative influence of monetary and non-monetary constraints on poultry farmers’ decision. In general, monetary components were always put forward by participants and non-monetary components only were revealed after in-depth interviews.

Recommendation and perspectives

The study results allowed drawing recommendations for the improvement of HPAI passive surveillance in Vietnam. Firstly, similar rules regarding notification, control and compensation for HPAI or any other suspicion of diseases resulting in sudden and rapid death in poultry (e.g. velogenic Newcastle) should be applied to reduce the uncertainties around the outcomes of official reporting (OIE, 2008). Clear standard rules in terms of compensation should be established yearly and properly communicated along with a simplification of the reporting process and shortening of the delays to get compensations in order to reduce transaction costs associated with reporting.

Secondly, an improvement of passive surveillance performances cannot be dissociated from the improvement of the poultry value chain quality standards (Paul et al., 2013): the need to comply with specific quality standards would discourage the sale of poultry coming from infected farms. The removal of the sick bird specific value chain, if associated with appropriate support of authorities to manage sick and dead poultry, would be likely to encourage poultry farmers to report as the alternative option of selling infected flocks would not be available anymore. Implementation of certification systems of quality and geographical origin associated with improved product traceability and a reduction of the number of intermediates would contribute to decrease the externalities linked to information on disease occurrence incurred by production and upstream sectors (Ifft et al., 2010b; Metras et al., 2011).

Lastly, theoretical economic models providing market impact outcomes linked to disease outbreak information have been developed and could be implemented in Vietnam (Sheriff and Osgood, 2010; Saak, 2012). The integration of the outputs of this study within such economic models should be investigated within the context of HPAI passive surveillance in Vietnam to provide valuable information for improvement of disease management (prevention and control) strategy.

Conclusion

The proposed methodology proved to be quick and efficient in revealing the issues behind the animal disease passive surveillance system, while gaining confidence from all actors involved. The quantification tool showed a clear benefit in terms of communication on the magnitude of disincentives/incentives difficult to appraise. It demonstrated the interest of associating PE tools and econometric methods. Perceived costs and benefits associated with passive surveillance systems are not limited to financial incentives and disincentives. The perceived value of animal disease passive surveillance information was influenced by transaction costs, market impacts, disease management, and usefulness of information for private actors.
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